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IKTRODUCTION.
The fjro^Yth of tho public utility Industry has been rolctivcly
recent, in fact the real development start Jd in tho twentieth century.
It was in 1879 that Thomas A, T^dison perfected his incandescent lamp
and in the next year the Edison Electric Illuminating Conpany of llev/
York v/as formed v;ith a capital of 1,000,000. It v;as not until after
1900 that thr industry began to receive due rocoGnition, but ever
since that time the growth has been phenomenal,
A fevi statistics will ^-ive a better idea of this r'-'markable
growth. The number of customers served in 19C0 ras 10,800,000, r-hile
today the number has increased to 24,600,000, and with only 7% of the
world* s population the United States us^s as much electricity as the
rest of the world.
Since 1920 the population of the United States has increased 16%,
the niimber of electric customers iias Increased 98^o and the electrical
consumption per domestic customer^ncreased 62%, Durin^j the past ten
years it is estimated that the capital invested in the electric li^ht
and power industry has increased from v4>200,000,000 to 11,800,000,000
and the gross income from 944,400,000 to ^2,151,150,000,
Colin K. Lee, General En(-ineer of the ^estinchouse Klectric and
Manufacturing Company, outlines the progress in electric li^ht and
power as follov/s: Alternating current, 1885-86; T-kllson incandescent
lamp, 1879; the induction meter, 1888; polyphase electric pov/er,
1890-91; induction motor, 1888-1890; the synchronous (rotary)
converter, 1891; present form of street railv/ay motor, 1891; first
power transmissions, 1890; light and power at Chicago Exposition 1893;
Niagara Falls, 1895; steam turbine 1899; first higli voltage railroad

electrification, 1905-06; first steol mill olectrification, 1905;
turbine driven ships, 1914; begin^.lnc of radio broadcasts, 1920;
Diesel ulectric ship drive, 1921; short wavo radio, 192? -23;
alternating curr^jnt radio tubas, 1922; and operation of several
(1)
radio transmitting stations in synchronism, 1926,
Even during the pres:^nt depression the stability of (earning
power is shovm by the fig-ures published by the National Electric Light
Association. According to their estimates, electricity produced In
1950 showed a decrease of only \% from the preceding year. The use
of electricity in tho home, however, was VSyo greater than In 1929.
As the industry has shov/n itself to be rolatlvoly depression-
proof and capable of renmrkablo grov/th, finane iers^been attracted.
Their attention ct;mc in the form of holding companies, v/hlch was the
vehicle used to control as many companies as possible and thus reap
the financial benefits from this profitable industry.
Professor Dewing defines the public utility holdinr: company as
follows: "In the simplest form the public utility holding company
consists of a corporation organized under the lav/s of some state,
which permits its corporations to hold the securities of other cor-
porations in its treasury.
The first holding companies showed steady groirvth in earning
power, v/hlch in turn attracted others to thic field, until today
about Qb% of the electric power and light Industry is controlled by
holding companies.
(1) '^orld Almanac 1932, Page 776,
(2) Corporation Finance, by *Dev/lng, page 239.

"The United Gas Improvoment Corapfiny was the first successful
holdinc company of this kind. It has acquired the control and
ownership of gas and later electric llf^t plants In all parts of
(1)
the United States."
Professor Dewing names tliree different types of holding
companies. The first is orf^anlzed to distribute securities, the
second is organized to give assistance to ffinall operating companies,
and then there is the type "organized by engineers to hold small
interests in numerous operating companies over which they exercise
(2)
managing control."
Although some of the states liave iiad public utility com:;.issions
for a long time, there were few that made a thorough study of the
industry to understand its problems and to see that the people were
being charged fair rates. Even the states whoso public utility
commissions attempted comprehensive investigations were often
influenced by the powerful Interests of the holding companies. The
four states that have led the field in public utility legislation
Viave been New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts and "'Isconsin, It v/as
found, however, that th.o jurisclicticn of the holding c^ompanies was
under the federal government. Therefore, in 1925 a resolution was
passed In the Senate to make a study of the electric pov/or industry.
This investigation came under the Federal Trade Cor-Tiiission, which is
Q quasi- judicial body appointed by the President; and its jurisdiction
covers the investigation of unfair competition, price discrimination,
exclusive contracts, acquisition of competing comr^anies and inter-
locking directorates,
(1) Corporation Finance, by Dewing, page 239,
(2) Corporation Finance, by Dewing, page 246.
(
It was charged in the Scn&te In 1925 that the General Electric
had acq-aired a monopoly in restraint of trade in the x)rociuction, sale
and dlstx^ibutlon of electrical equipment. The conclneion reached v/as
that the Electric Bond and Sliare, r/hich represented the direct interest
of Gonoral Electric in the pov/er b-aciness, appeared to conduct its
business independently.
Then again, in 1928, a Senate resolution directed the Corm ission
to inquire into the finances, management and methods of publicity of
the electric and gas utility companies
•
Therefore, on February 24, 1930, tho Coimiiseion bogan the
financial hearings and heard the reports of the government investigators
regarding American Gas and Electric Company, r]lectrlc Bond and Share,
B. Forshay and Southeastern Power and Liglit Company. In connection
with the gathering of the financial data, it is interesting to note
that Electric Bond and Share refusod permission to the Comiuission to
inspect certain accounts.
It is this investigation that v/ill reveal facts that hitherto
have never been published. In fact it is the first time that detailed
authentic information v;lll be available as to the operations of the
holding companies.
To the best of my knov/ledge, there has never been a book
published on public utility holding compjanies. The most recent books
published on public utilities merely acknowledge the existence of
these companies. The sources of irjTormatlon aro therefore limited
to the financial manuals and the results of the government investi-
gations. I will, therefore, limit myself \;o a study of a few of our
modern holding companies, attempting to analyze their functions and
purposes. In view of the scarcity of nuth*mtic information the

ompanles mentioned in this theais arv^ ciioscn either because thert;
8 nioro infonnation about th^m or that certain companies illustrate
pecific problems.
4
II.
KLECTRIC BOIID / KD mi^K: CO
The Electric Bond and Share Company was Incorporated in 1905
"by the Q-sneral ."Electric Company. For somci tine the General Electric
had been supervising several public utility comT:>anies, as a result
of their difficulties in paying General Electric for debts incurred
in purchasing new electrical equipment. This department became so
large that in 1905 General T^lectric created r:lectric Bond and Share
Company. Then in 1925 the Electric Bond and Sliare Securities Cor-
poration v;aE formed to hold the securities of many operating companies*
In the same year (1925) General Electric gave to each of its
stockholders one share of Electric Bond and Share. Then in March
1929 a consolidation was effected between Electric Bond and Share
and Electric Bond and Sliare Securities Corporation ivhich created the
present Electric Bond and Share Company.
As of October 17, 19139, llectric Bond and Sliare acquired all
the property and assets of Electric Investors Incorporated, an
investment Company ovnln^; securities in approxiuiatoly 100 companies,
including public utility, industrial, banking and insurance companies.
Electric Bond and Share acts in an advisory capacity for power
and lijjht and other public utility companies and supplies technical
and financial assistance in connection with the financing, the business
develO]pment and operation of public utility companies and the con-
struction of their properties. The subsidiaries of the Electric Bond
and Share serve 4,445 communities in this country, with a population
of 13,144,000. These companies do about 1^% of the total electric
power and light business in this country,
(1) Information from Moody's Public Utility Manual,
t
7.
Status as Holding Company
and
Interlocking- Directorate,
Else trio Bond and Share states in its i:»oport that it is
not a holding comx)any, as the term is ordinarily used, as it does
not conti'Ol any public utility doin^ business in the United States,
It controls one public utility holdln^j company — the American and
Poroign Power Company (organized in 1923) throufjh ownership of a
majority of ito junior securities. That company controls public
utility subsidiaries operating entirely in foreign countries.
Klectric Bond and Share, hov/evor, also holds and ov/ns for
investment substantial minority interests In five other public utility
holding companies,
percentage of Corimon stock
Ovmod by :iec. Bond Iz Share
American Gas £c JJlectric 18
American Po?/er o: Light 30
National Power '-•ight 45
Electric Power t Light 52
United Gas Corporation 10
The subsidiaries of the above companies supply electric power
and light service in o2 states of the United States,
Electric Bond and Sliare participated in the organization of
these companies and acquired substantial holdings in the companies
at the time of organization and has subsequently added to its holdings.
The Company also ov-ns a varying amount of securities in other companies
which arc bouglit and held as investments, but are not regarded as
permanent holdings In the same sense as the holdings in the six
client companies named above.
Electric Bond and Share supplies technical and financial
assiistance in connection with the financing and the operation and
rr
8.
businoss dovclojaaent of these* coisipanies and the construction of th.ir
plants and facilities,
In splto of the fact that Slcctrlc Bond and .ShEro clelns that
it is not a holding: coapeny, thore are certain statictics that
s«em to prove otherwise,
A controlling ir.tersrt r\ccn not necessarily rv^an having over
50,t of th'i conimon stock in l?.rge corporatlone, as a very large
proportion of the stocVholdors do not exercieo thf^ir voting power
at -ill, Hevorthelepn, by interlocklrj-; nirr^torate, control tLT*ong
different comimnies can be secured vlthout bavins victual control of
the voting porer, 'x'hls intorlockinc of directors In Electric Bond
end Share is used vory extonaivcly. For exan^le: Sidney !!ltchell^
Chairman of Klectric Bond and 5h£re, is on tlie Board of Directors of
22 public utility companlos connected with Electric Bone and JSiare;
E» Hill, Vice Presidont of Electric Bond and Shara, is com acted
with 52 subsidiaria«5 G« B« G&:»o©sbQek vlth 32; H. Parldiurst v-lth 16,
and so <ai. The rocordr ahow that officei^ and directors of "loctric
Bond and -Share held one-third of directorship and all the offlcos of
American Power and Lig^t, and the samo proixjrtlon in "^'.lectrlc Pov?or
and Light. They held t'.-ro-fifths of dlroctorahip and all th^ offices
excopt one vic<: proeidency in National Powor and rj.;^-t. Thoy also
hold one or moro directors in 54 other coapanlea r/lth a najorlty in
scvon of the?n nnd offices in 61 oth-r coraj^nlos, with SOf' or more
in 39 of these and lacking or^ of rjajority In 16 others. Therefore
it seems conclusive oncusJi that ^.lectrlc Bond and Sharo controls all
its American subsldlarioe,
CD Inforsaetlon from circular on i^lectric 3ond « Stmro Co* isstied
by the First Katioual Old Colony Corp., u aubeldlary of tho First
National Uanl? of Boston,
(2) i ederal Trade Coasaission Ec-port on Utility Corp,, Report 26«
rr
9.
ThG Electric Bond and Share state that thoy do not control the
American Power & Ll^ht Company but the follovinc extract seems to
prove otherv/iae:
"Question, Does : lectric Bond and Share control American Power
and Li^'^lit Co.?
"Ansv7er, I^lectrlc Bond and Share company has controlled American
Power and Li^^ht Co. from the time of orcanization through
1, Hie combined om-nershlp of mor ;^ than a majority of the
corainon stock of American Pov/or & Light Co. by PJlectric Bond & Share
Cd« and certain individuals and firms closely connected with it; and
2. Control of the board of directors of American Pov/or & lA^.t
Co. Vvhich in turn control the corporation througli broad powers con-
ferred upon it through certain provisions in the by-laws of American
Power & Light Co. v.dth respect to the v/aivor of stockholders' righits
to subscribe pro rata to increases in capital stock and the authority
given to the board to s 11 such increases upon such terms and conditions
as they deem advisable.
"Question. Does American Power & Light Co. have a staff of
employees?
' Ansv/er. No. The company has no operating personnel and all
its officers are officer^ of Electric Bond & Share, All the work of
American Power & Ligiit Co. is performed by employees of I::iectric
Bond 6c Share Co."
The Electric Bond and Share, as of Dec. 151, 19o0, held securities
in companies other than client companies v.iiich of that date had a
market value of vV8,279,000. The fifty companies follow:
-
(1) Reports 23 and 24, Page 201.
Federal Trade Commission Reports

Commonwealth ?c Southern
United Corporation
Korth American Co,
Am, Tater '^orks & Electric
Consolidated Gas of N,Y.
Brazilian Trac, Light & Power
Columbia Gas & Electric
Cons, Gas, Elec, Light & Power
of Baltlmord
American Telephone & Telegrajih
Public Service Corp. of N,J,
General Electric
Northern States Power
International Tel. & Tel.
United Light & Power
Pacific Gas & Electric
Union Carbide & Carbon
Int. Utilities Corp.
F. ^. "'ool\7orth
United States Steel
Tampa Electric
Tri-Continental
Securities Corp,
So. California Edison
American Chicle
Stone & '^'ebster
Insull Utility Investment
Central States Electric
Otis Elevator
Brooklyn Union Gas
Standard Gas & Electric
Middle \%st Utilities
New England Tel, & Tel.
Shawinigan V/ator & Power
Irving Tmist
Niagara Hudson Pov;er
Standard Power & Light
Westinghouso Elec, & Mfg.
Gulf Oil Corp. of Penn.
National Dairy Products
Commercial Solvents
Anaconda Copper
Tokio Electric Power
American Investors
British Columbia Power
National Fire Insurance
Wesson Oil Snowdrift
American Can
General Public Service
Sun Life Assurance
Central Hanover Bank & Trust
Pacific Lighting
United Steel ^^orks
Anglo & London Paris Hat, Bank
Societe d'Electriclte de la
Regeln de Malmedy,

11.
FLECTRIC BOND & SHARE
Distribution of Capital Stocks — Doceraber, 1930.
miBER OF STOCKHOLDERS
SIZE OF HOLDINGS PREFERRED COI.ILION
1 to 25 Shares 14,565 54,064
26 to 50 " 4,213 12,687
51 to 100 " 2,404 9,721
101 to 200 " 806 8,081
201 to 500 " 529 5,260
501 to 1000 135 2,170
1001 to 2500 " 64 1,295
2501 to 5000 " 25 366
5000 shares and over 11 300
22,752 93,944
I5agaEinG of ^all Street - June 27, 1931
Vol, 48, No. 5, Page 316

12.
Below are the five ma;] or subsidiaries of the ELECT,ilC BOND & SHARE,
showing thcdr capitalization as of Dec, ol, 1950 and {jiving; the niamber
of communities and population served:-
(1)
KATIQML POr£R 5: LIGHT - 45^
Communities - 1000
population - 0,594,000
Bonds - ^^24,500,000 - 5 9^
Pref , - 27,969,700 - 44^
Com. - 10,841,558 » 17^
s?65,511,058
ELJ-^CTRIC PO^'llR & LIGHT - 52%
Commuinities - 1061
Population - 5,586,000
Bonds - ^.51,000,000 • ^5 ^
Pref, - 87,690,000 -71^
Com, - 5,563,000 - . %
$124,053,000
AMERICAN PQ^^.-£R & LIGHT - 30^
Com.-nunltiss - 1184
Population - 3,378,000
Bonds - ^ 45,810,300 - 14|
Pref, - 177,159,400 - 57%
Com, - 92,741^410 - 29^
#315,691,110
A1>1ERICAN k FOREIGIj PQT^R - 53^
Communities - 870
population - 12,762,000
Bonds - 50,000,000 - l. t
556,963,900 - 84>^
: i
Prof, -
Com, 17^277,460 -
$424,241,360
a;:erican gas & :jlec, -
Communities - 1200
Population - 2,786,000
18J^
Bonds - ^ 50,000,000 - 17^
Pref, - 72,793,964 - 25^
Com, - 171,123,200 - 58^^
|J293,917,164
TOTALS
BONDS -
PREF, -
COM, -
I 201,300,000
722,554,000
97,345,000
I7^Z
24^
1,221,199,000
Plus E.B.>S. 429,829,000
11,651,028,000.
AMERICAN COMPANIES
Communities:
4,445
870
FOREIGN:
TOTALS: 5,515
Population:
13,144,000
12,762,000
25,906,000
(1) Percentage of total Common outstanding held by ELKCTRIC BOND & SILARE
as of Dec, 31, 1930
1$
9^
13.
ELECTRIC BOND \ 5HARL
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MIDDLE '-^ST UTILITIii^S COMPAJIY
15.
This comjjanj was incorporated in Delav/aro in 1912 and nov/ ovms
or controls public utility operatlnj- companies scrvinc 4,741 comraunities
in thirty states having a population of 6,203,000.
According to the statement of Dec. 31, 1930 the subsidiary
companies had in operation 302 steam generatine stations, 196 hydro-
electric stations, 81 gas manufacturing plants, 328 ice making plants,
18 heating plants, ateam turbines of 1,484,000 horse power capacity,
water turbines of 507 home power capacity, 250 gas holders of
25,000,000 cubic feet capacity, and gas mains totaling 4897 miles
and electric transmission lines totaling 59,969 miles.
The recent acquisitions of the company have been as follows;
In 1928 tho company acquired control of National Electric
Pov/er Co. and "/atortown Public Service Co. of South Dakota. Following
such acquisition the company transferred control of Hew England Public
Service to National Electric Power Co., vhich in turn transferred its
subsidiaries, Kansas Electric power. Southwest Power, and Northwestern
Public Service to direct control of Middle ^'est Utilities Company.
In 1929 the Middle ^est System acquired controlling interest
in Coramonv;ealth Light & Power eind United Public Service Co., Great Lakes
Power Co., Albion Gas Light and Pecos Valley Light & Power.
In 1930 the System acquired the Kentucky Securities Corp.,
Central Eastern Power, Kennett Gas Co. and Chester Valley Electric Co.
Nuraber of Customers; 1950 1929
Electric 1,410,000 1,345,000
Gas 252,000 244,000
^ater 65,000 59,000
Analysis of Gross Earnings;
Electric' 71.6^
Railway & Bus 6.3
Gas 8.1
Ice 10.1
Water, Heat, etc. 3.9
f
16.
CONSOLIDi.TED OUTSTaKDIKG CaPXTALIZATIOK
(000 Omitted)
Bonds & Prior Lien
r^otes & Pfd. Stocks Common TOTAL
Kiddle ..eat Util.Go. 50,000
Sub. Holding Co. 66,179
« P. Util. Cos. 505,660
Other Companies 4,566
60,
126,
201,
137 141
962 I'J,
682
418 2
184 212,525
116 707,459
577 IS 362
$626,205 400, 201 16o, 461 1189,868
COMPARATIVE COf^SOLID/vTED INCOME /CCOUNT
Gross i
1950
182,21^7^5.
1929
1 162,5577274.
Operating Expenses 90,527,229. 80,760.080.
Maintenance 11,121,560. 10,592,485.
Retirement Appropriation 8,200,172. 7,575,416.
Net Earnings 72,565,214. 65,411,295.
Rentals of Leased Properties 505,475. 569,917.
Balance 72,059,741. 65,041,576.
Other Income 558,565. 245,005.
Total Income 72,598,104. 65,286,581.
Interest Charges 26,529,906. 22,919,925.
Amortization of Discount 2,627,605. 2,164,055.
Applicable to Minority Stock 25,585,526. 20,675,056.
" " M. VV. U. Co. 20,057,067. 17,529,547.
Interest and Dividends received by and
accrued to M.W.U.CO. 15,185,585. 11,025,629.
Undistributed Equity 6,875,682. 6,505,718.

17.
COMPARATIVE IWCOMj; ACCOUNT
1930 1929
Int. received and accrued ^ 2,024, 5k,6. ^ 2,2^7,795.
Dlv. on Sub. stocks (cash) 10,540,814. 9,042,169.
" " " " (stock) 2,lv34,741. 524,968.
Div, on stocks of outside Companies 2,562,402. 3,255,864.
Sundry int. on notes reo. 82,506. 83,125.
Profits from securities sold 5,119,797. 4,219,969.
Fees from eng. and oth^r service 382,358. 317,893.
Iviisc. income 665,498. 22,550.
TOTAL 24,142,643, 18,605,313.
Administration Expenses 2,321,892. 1,416,417.
Net Earnings 21,820,751. 17,188,896.
Interest 2,111,742. 1,420,366.
iViisc. Charges 417,547. 498,928.
Provision for Taxes 130,844. 118,794.
NET INCOME 19,160,618. 15,150,808.
Prior lien div, paid and accrued —- 2,528,910.
Preferred " « tt n 3,417,669. 4,139,330.
Common " « » n 10,687,724. 5,212,695.
Reserve for coiitingencies 855,513.
SURPLUS 4,199,710. 3,269,871.
Earned per share Preferred, ^6 31.54 29.03
" » » Common 1.08 0.63
No. of Shares, Common 14,480,902 13,447,990

ENGLAND PO'^ A330CIATI0R,
This voluntary association was organized In January 1926,
controlling operating companies '.vhlch are located In central and
western Massachusetts, southern New Hampshire and Vermont, Rhode
Island and northern Connecticut, The company has at present water
pov/er development of 468,770 horse pov/er, v/hile its potential develop-
ment is estimated at about 670,000 horse power. The company also ovais
steam generating stations of 469,300 horse power capacity and two
reservoirs, Somerset res' rvolr and Davis Ridge reservoir, with p.
capacity of 2,500,000,000 and 5,000,000,000 cubic feet respectively,
and 2,720 circuit miles of transmission lines, in 1926 the system
was connected with the Boston Edison Company through a 110,000 volt
line fran Medway to Millbury. Through the purchase of the Connecticut
Valley Lumber Company the company secured ceitain water rights v.hlch
would allov; a devoloxxnent of 550,000 horse power on the upper Connecticut
River.
The tv/o largest developments of recent years have been the
Bellov/s FqIIs devolopmont in 1928 and tho. Fifteen Mile Palls development
in 1930, Both of thee-^j companies are hydro-electric developnents and
will supply electricity during peuk loads to subsidiary companies.
One of the. most recent acquisitions of this holding vms the
acquisition of the North Boston Lighting properties in 1931, This
company, organized in 1911, owns or controls the following companies;
Maiden Electric Co. Haverhill Electric Co.
Maiden & Melrose Gas Light Co. Suburban Gas 6: Elec, Co.
Galem Elec, Lighting Co. Eastern Mass, Elec. Co,
Gloucester Elec, Co. Salem Gas Light Co.
Beverly Gas & Elec, Co,
4t
r
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One of the most important contracts of thn New England PoT/er
Association is v/ith the Boston Edison Co, This is a twenty-year
contract vhich states that 100,000,000 k.w.h, v.lll b3 deliverad the
first year and 150,000,000 k.w.h, each year thereafter.
The principal subsidiaries of the Nov/ Sn^^land Power Association
as of Dec. 31, 1930:-
Bellows Falls Hydro-Electric
Fall Mountain Electric Co,
Conn, River Development Co.
Deerfiold Co,
Deerfield River Power Co,
Grafton Co,
Fall River Elec. Li(^ht Co,
Hartford ^?&ter Co.
Lav/rence Gas & Electric Co,
Lowell Electric Light Co,
Nev/ England Voviev Co,
Qulncy Elec. Light & Pov/er Co.
Rhode Island Power Traiismisslon Co,
Rhode Island Public Service
Seekonk Electric Co,
Sherman Power Construction Co,
Webster U Southbridgo Gas & SI. Co.
Worcester Electric Light Co,
Deerfield River Slec, Co,
N,E, Power Corp, of Vermont
New 3alera Electric Co,
United Elec. Ry. Co,
Narragansett Elec. Co,
Mystic Po\/er Co,
Enst Greonv/lch Electric Co,
Sea View R,R. Co,
Bristol County Gas & Electric
Providence Steam Co,
Grafton Power Co,
Attleboro Steam Sc Electric Co,
Tiverton Elec. Light Co,
Gardner Elec, Tdght Co,
Jackson-Smith Co, Inc,
Monahaii Ta^il Co.
Yellow Cab Co.
^itlngham Eloc, Lt, Pov/er Co,
South Vernon Lt, & power Co,
Salem Elec. Lt, Co, of N.II.
Vernon Elec, Light Co.
Conn. River Conservation Co,
As of Dec, 31, 1950, B7^o of the common stock of the Nsv; England
Power Association "ms ovmed by the International Hydro-El'^etric System,
which is a subsidiary of the International Pov/er & Paper Company.
i0
COMPARATIVE INCOME ACCOUNT, DECi^BER 31, 1950.
Dividends received or accrued C,925,47G
Interest and other incono frori subsidiaries 3,546,864
Interest on investments durin^^ construction 447,058
Other Interest 47,357
Hiscellaneous 54,685
TOTAL BICOME 0 10,821,418,
General Expenses
Corporate and legal expenses
Taxes
mi KARTTTiras
Interest & Amortization of Discount
preferred dividends
Common "
Surplus
779,181
90,500
94,218
• • • •
gj^229,806
5,959,261
1,853,662
814,796
9,857,525.
6,627,719.
COi^PARATIVi: BALANCE SHEET AS OP DSC. 31, 1930
ASSETS: LIAi3ILITIr:SJ
Securities of subsidiary Cos.
Stocks of other Cos.
Advances to subsidiaries
Other investments
Cash
Accts. & notes
Accrued div, S:
rec., FUb.
int. rec. subs.
Misc. accounts rec.
Restricted deposits
Deferred assets
1133,530
14,042
39,668
3,384
1,940
296
470
90
605
422
5,265
,557.
.936.
,029.
,200.
,646.
,806.
,716.
,ol4.
,704.
,271.
,926.
t 199,516,105.
Preferred stock -
Common stock
l^'undod debt
ITotes Payable
Accts, & Notes Pay,
to aubEidi£.ries
Dividend pa'/able
Other Payables
Reserves
Paid-in surplus
Earned Surplus
66,232,040
50,597,595
70,000,000
5,500,000,
791,786,
466,141,
1,091,252
399,599,
1,500,000,
^,937,692
,
199,516,105,
f
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ASSOCIATED OAS & ELECTRIC SYSTI3I
Although the original company in this System can be traced back
to the formation of the Ithaca Gas Light Co, in Ithaca, Nev/ York, in
1852, its real beginning as a holding company did not come until after
1900, From about this time on, the company has been acquiring electric
power and light properties. The greatest part of those acquisitions
has been in New York and Pennsjflvania, In 1926 the New England Gas &
Electric Association was formed, vhich, with the Associated Gas &
Electric Co, comprises the two principal units of the Associated
System, The latter company was organized for the purpose of acquiring
and holding the securities of companies operating or controlling public
utilities and affiliated enterprises.
This system serves a population of 6,200, OCX) in more than 3,000
eoQifflunities located in New York, Pennsylvania, ?.!aryland, Illinois, New
Hampshire, Maine, Connecticut, Vermont, Ohio, South Dakota, Kentucky,
Tennessee, ^est Vir^^nia, Arizona, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, South
Carolina, Louisiana, Missouri, New Me^^ico, Oklahoma, Texas, Indiana,
the Maritime Provinces of Canada and the Philippine Islands. The number
of customers served for 1950 v/as about 1,450,000.
The principal subsidiaries of the Associated Gas & Electric
Company are I
Associated Utility Investing Corp, of Conn.
American Utilities Co,
Gas Utilities, Inc.
Pennsylvania Electric Co.
New York Electric Co.
Rochester Central Power Corp.
Metropolitan Edison Corp.

The New England Gas & Electric, another of tho main subsidiary
holdin[- companies of the Associated Gas & Electric System, v/as
organized in 1926. This company ovjue over 99% of the Ca.-nbridge
Electric Light Co, and the Cambridge Gas Light Co., and 100%' control
of the "'orcester Gas Light Co., Cape & Vineyard Electric Co., Now
Hampshire Gas & Electric, Middlesex County Electric, Annapolis Valley
Electric, Western Nova Scotia iiilectric and Maritime Electric Co. In
1929 the company secured control of Dedham & Hyde park Gas k Electric
Light Co., ^'est Boston Gas Co,, St. Andrews Electric Light & Pov/er Co,
and Nov/ Bedford Gas & Edison Light Co.
CONSOLIDATED INCOME ACCOUNT ENDING APRIL 30, 1931
Gross earnings and other Income ^^111,656,891.
Operating expenses, maintc3nance, taxes, etc. 57,644,862.
Provision for retirement of fixed capital, etc. 7,048,708.
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 64,593,570.
Net Earnings 46,963,321.
Underlying dividend and interest 11,826,352.
BAL^'NCE 35,136,969.
Interest 18,808,199.
16,328,770.
t
ACCOUNTIHG PKACTICES
One of the disadvantages of tho holding company is Its methods of
accounting, in that it is next to impossible to read a holding; company
report for detailed inforrriation. In tlic investigation of lloctric
Bond and Share by the Federal Trade Commission, several enlightening
features of this kind of accounting practice are showij.
In the purchase of the Memphis Power and Light by National
Power and Li^t, the National Power and Light paid v.^18,75 per share,
while the stated value on the books of the Memphis Power and Light
was slightly over ^40 ,00 per share.
''In tho Jackson Railway and Light Company the Kational Power
and Llv^t showed a return on their investment of 54,4^ in 1925 and
40 •95)0 in 1926, 1927 and 1928."
The following extract is from the investigation of the Federal
Trade Cominission regarding the return on the investment of Houston
Light and Power to the National Pov/er and Light:-
QtJESTIOKt "^hat rate of return did National receive on its investment
in common stock of Houston Lighting and Power?
ANST''SR; the actual dividends received as compared to the cost
of the stock showed a return ranging from a high of 75,48^
in 1922 to a low of 11.53^ in 1924. The return was IG.25^
in 1928.
QUESTION: "Judging from the rate of return for the year 1922, there
must have been a large dividend payment in that year. Am
I correct?
A?:S^Hi "Yes — §1,010,206 in dividends were received for nine
months in 1922, The common stock earnings for the period
were approximately v256,245. Thus dividends of ^753,965
(1) Federal Power Commisaion Report on Utility Corporation Report 25,
Page 539.
(2^ '[ - ort 25. Pup:e 560.

in excess of current earnings v/ere paid out of surplus of the
company purchased by National v/hen it acquired the stock
April 1, 1922. This \7as a return to National of $753,963
of the cost of its investment in the common stock and should
have been credited to Investments rather than to income as
was done by the company,"
"Writing up value of securities held and effect on balance
•h»et shows increased surplus that did not exist."
This report was made to the first session of the Seventieth
Congress regarding the policy of public utility holdin^i companies
in v/riting up the value of their securities.
The effect of such an accounting practice is clearl3'' shov/n by
the follov/ing concrete example
The Birmingham Electric Company stock cost the National Power
and Light i#3.34 per share, but it vms carried on the books at
$22.87 per share. Now, if Birmingham Electric earned 6% on its
book value of ig:22.87, that would mean cash earnings of ;j1»37 per
share, v.hich is probably close to actual earnings. Yet if the
book value was figured at the cost price of v3.54 and earnings
were vl»37, the return v/ould be 41%,
In the Lehi^ Power Securities case the company has a ledger
value amounting to ^811,062 for the common stock, yet it cost only
#19,562, making a write-up of ^791,500.
(1) Report 25, Page 560.
(2) Report 25, Page 53 - Investigation of B. Forshay Company,
(^
2b.
In the National Power and L±cpt case the ledger value of the
common stock was §1,926,619. yot the cost was only v670,003, shov/ing
a \vritG-up of i^;1,256 ,615,
In the American Gas and Electric case the ledger value of the
cormaon stock was ^^3, 625, 882, yet the cost v/as only ^1^275, 902, shov/ing
a write-up of s?3 #349, 900.
The reason for the lov; cost is that a good percentage of the
stock of these companies was acquired at no cost at all.
Below is a list of some of the Electric Bond and Share
subsidiary holdin^j companies showing the percentage of their common
stock holdings which were acquired as a bonus j-
In the organization of the new Electric Bond and Share Company
in 1925 the investment account of American Foreign power was
v/ritten up to ^'547,705,000, which v;as an increase in the write-up
over the previous statement of .;|i599,201,000. As the securities of
the American public utility holding companies of the iiilsctric Bond
and Share Investment portfolio were not increased at all, it seeme
that the write-up of ^i399,201,000 v/as entirely out of proportion,
©specially when one considers that the operating companies purcliased
by the American tc Foreign Power during the year of this v/rite-up
formed only a small fraction of this increase.
All those cases merely shov/ the policy of ]:;lectric Bond and
Share to v/rite up security values to cuch a figure as vill make the
return on that value seem fair. That is, the higher the asset value
or investment value, the larger cash profit can be made v/ithout fear
of criticiara.
American Power and Liglit Co,
Electric Power and Light Co,
Lehigh Power Securities
National Power & Light
55.6^
17.9
98.7
56.8
(>
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It is at once clear that the layman, in trying to und*^^ rstand
a financial statement after a series of account juggling, is entirely
rnislcd. Yet he can, however, console himself v;ith the fact that both
accountants and statisticians are very often at loss to do any better
than ho has done.
This question is of such Importance that many years ago the
New York Stock Exchange tried to enlighten investors as to v/hat their
corporations were doing by demanding regular publication of accounts
periodically. This was a great forward stop. The railroads are now
required by the Interstate Commerce Commission to do the same, and
it is relatively easy to compare a group of railroad earning statements
after attempting to analyze the meagre information of the holding
companies v;ith its manifold accounting systems.
^ile the question of public ovmershlp of utilities is so
frequently discussed today, the important topic of accounting practices
is nearly forgotten. There must be a greater demand on the part of
the public for more publicity of oxir holding company accounts. Stock-
holders are accustomed to vote by proxy, if at all, and thr right to
express an opinion on the affairs of the company in vhich he has
invested money is infrequently used. In our large corporations with
millions of shares of common stock outstanding, the different advice
of several hundred thousand stockholders could not be heard. Yet on
such Important and fundamental topics as accounting, oven a small
united group v^ould soon gather siifficicnt momentum to dem^ind att6)ntion.
Although the purpose of accounting is to show pertinent
facts, the contrar7/ is quitf often true. Condensed statements may
conceal the very facts that point to eventual banTa?uptcy,
It is reasonable to assxime that if more detailed accounting
(
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methods had been used in connection with tho holding companies that
havG failed recently, the owners of ciisir securities would have been
informed of the tottering condition and could have acted accoraingly,
Undoubtedl:;- there were indications of weakness but during our present
depression that is true of many companies, and would not be sufficient
to distingrjish permanent from temporary ailments.
A common practice among holding companies has been to drain
the operating companies of th^ ir surplus account b:/ declaring large
dividends. It is a sound principle of accounting and management
policy that a surplus account should be created and maintained. In
spite of the fact that public utilities are monopolies and arc there*
for© relatively certain of a definite income, this does not in any way
exempt them from sovmd accounting practice. It is especially true
under present conditions that very often a good sized surplus account
of our operating companies \"ould come in very handy. Some of these
small companies have recently issued bonds at high interest rates.
Many of these issues of small amounts could have been eliminated
entirely or delayed for a moro favorable period if the surplus account
had not been reduced to practically nothing. Too often the case has
been of th*^ operating company being drained just to allow the existence
of a holding company. This accentuates thr fact that some of the
strongest arguments put forth for the holding company, as giving
assistance to operating companies, is in practice a liability to the
operating company.
The following extract from the Federal investigations shows
the policy of the American Gas & Electric Company:
QUESTION t "The American Gas & Electric does not get, in the form of
dividends, all that its subsidiaries earn, -hich might be
paid out in the form of dividends if they were so, in other
words, minded?
((
AKS^Rl ''It does not J back In 1928 it took out of all these
companies pretty high percentages of th^ ir earnings.
For instp.nce, the earnings of the Atlantic City Electric
Company were ;i?l,195,000. The A.G.E. took out $1,159,000.
The earnings of the Indiana General Service Co. T;7ere
^552,000; the A,G,E, took out :;^570,000, so it took some
of the surplus of that company. The earnings of the
Ohio Power Co. v/ere ;^4,279,000. The A.Q.S. took out as
dividends ^5,904,000. The Scranton Electric had earn-
ings of ;;j;3,114,000 and there v;as taken out c; 1,650,000.
The '.'hoeling Electric had earnings of $278,000 and the
A.G.S. took out cj;.500,000, or more tiian it earned." ^"'"^
A more recent example of such practice is the Central Pov/er and
Light Company, a Massachusetts corporation operating in Texas under
control of the Middle '."est Utilities System. In 1929 the ariount
going to the surplus account was nearly ^^^400,000, '-hiie in 1950 the
company declared a dividend vhich necessitated draving about ;ip65,000
frori the surplus account. If the policy of 1929 in creating a good
surx}lus account is to bo commended, then the method of dipping into
surplus the very next year shows a complete reversal of such sound
methods. In view of conditions in 1930 v/hen many companies were
either cutting or ojiticiimting cutting the dividends, it so ems as
if the more conservative policy of creating a suirplus v/ould be
followed. This is especially true in the Central Pov/er and Light
Company, for it had a building program under way which needed capital
to insure its completion. In 19CS1 the need for "corporate
(1) Federal Power Commission, Report 22, Pago 159.
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expenditures" became so urgf.nt that th^ company Issued ^^1,000,000
of bonds at the coupon rate of These bonds ?/orf Issued at a
disco^ont to yield the investor about 7^, Consider, for example,
the cost of issuing these bonds: the coupon rate was 6j^, the
bonds wore issued at a discount, \ hich means that the difference
between thr issue price and par v/ould have to be made up at the
maturity of the issue, and then add the cost of s?/ndicpte or s^^lling
group and the hi^^h coat of this issue is aprjarent. If ^vo are to
believe in the advantages of the holding- company, then we have the
right to assume that their sagacious rnanagement vould avoid such
predicaments. Disr::gardin2 the probability of the company avoiding
the necessity of borrowing capital, then vre may look to the holding
company with its niuch heralded advantage of giving financial
aaristancf.: to operatlnr- companies. This, however, could not be
the case, for it become s mor^ and more obvious that the holding
company v/as the one that needed financial aid, but having issued
short term notes to nearly the full extent of their credit they
were forced to look to other sources for existence. ''Ith the
operating companies yielding all they can in dividends, the over-
capitalized and over-extended holding companies are not in a very
secure position, especially those that have short term obligations
maturing.
Such examples merely prove the result of deviating from round
accounting methods, and this applies to the public utility field as
well as to individuals, private corporations and governments.
uC
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Another practicQ of holding companies is their unv,illintpaess
to let the public know just hov/ much they are taking out of the
operating companies. In the Central Power and Light Company, v/e
at least know how much was taken out, et cetera. But there are
many holding companies which only allow their accountants to state
"the amount available for common", which is entirely insufficient
for analytical work of the simplest kind. Such statements do not
allow the public to know v-hether a large portion of the amount
available for common is plowed back into th<'^ company to build up
a strong surplus account, or if that amount and more goes directly
to the holding company. Such information is very important to the
investor. However, with ^vhat information that is available we may
assume that the largest portions of earnings go in dividends to
the holding company, but the exact amount Is anybody's guess
•
« « 4)- # «
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The Income of a holding company can generally be classified
as coming from three sources; the entirely owned subsidiaries,
investments in other public utility proportios not controlled, and
fees charged to subsidiaries. In the ^electric Bond and Share
Company the investment in client companies and entirely ov/ned
subsidiaries is 530, 418,000, or 87^ of the total Investment. The
remaining ^78, 279,000, or 15;., is in miscellanGous companies.
Although the return on their investments, by ingenious v.Tite-
ups of valuation, is very large, the return received from fees is
even larger.
The special foes for engineering and construction charged
subsidiary companies b:/ Electric Bond and Share is as follov/s:»
b% on first $200,000
on next ^800,000
4^ on all additional
ITiese fees eltg for management activities concerning actual
construction and do not include salaries or expenses of laborers.
Regarding these fees the Federal Trade Commission made the following
statement: "The construction fees are very largely clear profit."
The Electric Bond and Share makes tho follov/ing suijervision
charges
Companies with revenue of § 6,000,000 arc charged l.SSjJnun 10,000,000 " " 1.48
"
It » « 25,000,000 " " 1.24
and no company pays less than 1.2^^.
In 1927 Kloctrlc Bond and Share took in ,.'9,575,172 from
various services and foes, v/hile the total cost of the T%lectric
(1) Federal Power Goramission Heport wo. 23
rr
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Bond and Share orcanlzatlon was §6,613,973, or a caln of 42%, The
gain in 1928 was 4t9%, Nov; deducting $2,050,416 an offico expenses
//
not chargeable to coat of servicing, and deducting this amount from
#6,613,973, there is loft v4#563,527. Then the s?4,563,5e7 represents
the maximum cost of servicing, and there is indicated gain or profit
on the servicing for 1927 of ^^4,809, 645, or 105.4^.
The Federal investigation also shov/od that the American Gas
and Electric had collected ^^16,624,562 in fees for engineering and
management service to its subsidiaries. The cost of furnishing this
service was ^4,360,957,
QUESTION:
AKS^JRl
QUESTION:
ANS^Rt
QUESTION J
ANS^.Rj
QUESTION
I
"'"ill you give us again the total receipts and cost of
that sort of thine for the 15 year x>eriod?
"§16,624,562.
"That is v.'hat?
"The total engineering and supervision fees received by
the American Gas & Electric Co. during the years 1917
to 1929, inclusive,
"And v/hat was the cost during the same period?
"The engineering expenses were s?4#360,957.
"^at is the difference between these two?
"^12,263, 605, or 73.7^ gross profit."
It may appear that such large fees v/ore charged in the early
years of organization and were later scaled 6o\m to reasonable size.
But this is not the case. It can be assumed that the holding companies
are justified because of a continuation of this policy, although it is
(1) Report 22, Page 147
rr
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not easy to conceive upon what grounds they reach this conclusion,
Tho following extract from the Federal reports shows tliat the
charging of such fees is certainly not on the dov/nv.'ard trend,
ANS^Rt "The fees received for the engineering and supervision
service in connection with construction durlnc 1927
were $2,499,000. The direct expenses totaled §708,934,
These expenses consisted of enclnoerlnc and drafting
department, salaries, and expenses Including certain
overhead departments or general departments of the
American Gas & Electric, a part of v/hose cost was
apportioned to the en^^lneerlng and drafting departments.
The total Included also fees and expenses of consulting
engineers.
"By deducting the total expenses of c '708,934 from the
fee received of ^2,499,058 there is determined a gross
profit of 91,790,124, That is, the fees charged during
1927 contained 71.6 percent gross profits at least, and
that probably comes very close to the net profit \^en
it is considered how the rest of the services were set up,
"During 1928 the fees aggregated $2,228,019. These direct
expenses of engineering and drafting, and consulting services,
were ^586,759, giving a profit for that year of v>l»641,260.
"The fees charged in 1928 contained, therefore, a profit
of about 73.5 cents on every dollar charged. In 1927 the
profit was about 71;^- cents on every dollar charged."
(1) Federal Report No. 2^;, Page 145.
rs
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^en one considers that this one source of revenue, naraely,
fees, is sufficient to pay for all the corporate expenaee and have
Bomethini^ left over, its importance is realized. The holding companies
can and are evidently trying to lessen the weight of such evidence
by declaring that they are furnishing a service to these operating
companies that they could not afford to pay for Individually. That is,
the very best men are ' mploycd an engineers, to supervise the
operating companies, and by having one expert look after several
companies the cost per company is far less than if each company liad
to employ such an expert. Theoretically this sounds very well, and
v/hen practical under certain conditions it has proven to be economical,
llie holding company has, however, abused this privilege in such a
way as to show one of the major disadvantages of unrestricted control
over monopolies.
Here is another quotation from the Federal reports showing
Electric Bond & Share's policy regarding fees tiirough anotlier one of
its subsidiaries, namely, the Electric Power & Light Corporation.
"The fees paid directly to the :i;lectric Bond & Share Co.
by subsidiaries of the Electric Power & Light Corp.
amounted to $1,155,621.47, of vhich amount ;i?495,050.39
were general supervision fees, and $22,015.61 traveling
auditors' fees.
"The total fees paid to Electric Bond and Share Co. by
the Electric Power & Light Corp. and its subsidiaries
amounted to 1,635, 202 .30.
QUESTION t "You just said that the bum of -^12,000 mm paid to
21octric Bond 2c Share by Electric Power k Liglit for
supervision of Electric Power 6c Light Corp. 'a records.
Isn't it a fact, Mr. Miller, that that vl2#000 Is paid

for general supervision of Electric Power & Light Corp, by
Electric Bond &; Share Co.?
ANSWER I "Yes.
ciUESTIOK: "it is not confined to mere supervision of records, is it?
IKS'^Rs "No — because; the Electric Pov;er & Light Corp. as a company
has no general office personnel and all of the records and
work done that v/ould ordinarily be performed by certain
office personnel is performed by Electric Bond d: Share Co," ^-^^
It would seem that Electric Bond & Share should be satisfied with
these fees that come from its holding company subsidiary, but evidently
they believe in following the policy of charging what the market v/ill bear.
QUESTION: ""^at fees are paid to Electric Bond & Share Co, direct by
subsidiaries of Electric Power & Llglit Corp,?
ANS^OTt "Arkansas Power & Light paid . • . , . ^^119*257,43
Idaho Power paid 62,815,97
Louisiana Power & Light paid
. , , . . 28,128.31
Mississippi Power & Light paid . , , . 53,602.14
et cetera."
Tliis is clearly a case of double taxation. The reason for such a
procedure appears to bo to avoid the appearances of excess charges.
From a brief filed v/ith the Interstate Commerce Commission naming
the advantages of the holdinr; company wc read that: "Thus, along vith
the resulting increase in efficiency, the expenses of each subsidiary
are materially reduced."^ '
(1) Utility Reports No, 23 & 24, Page 397.
(2) " " NO, 23 £: 24, Page 399,
(3) Brief filed May 11, 1914 v/ith Interstate Commerce Commission of
United States Senate with reference to Senate Bill No, 4160,
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This is evidently the ideal result of a holding company, but in
practice the methods arc somewhat different; in fact so different
that the advantages of consolidation become immediately the dis-
advantages. Every holding company mana^snent emphasized
the economies of cuporvision to such extent that it has
oecome a tradition v;hich no one would dare disturb.
companies
If the economies to be realized by the operating^are so
obvious, how then can we account for the following facts:
ANSWER I "During 1927 the largest fee was paid by the Appalachian
iilectric Power Co., and that amounted to ,,971,060. That
means that this one company paid over ;]^262,000 more than
the direct cost of rendering the service to all sub-
sidiaries; that is, the one company could have, from the
standpoint of cost, this one company could have taken
over the entire staff of ^ ngineers and draftsmen of the
holding company at a saving of $262,000."
This answer clearly shows that it ^-ould be $262,000 cheaper to
Appalachian Electric Power to take over the entire staff of engineers
of the Electric Power & Llgiht Corp. than to keep on under present
conditlg)ns. It doesn't require the training of a financial expert
to understand that such an example illustrates that the traditional
economies of a holding company are not realized. In fact it shows
that In this case the Appalachian Electric Pov/er Company would be
;;^262,000 bettor off if they could sever their connection with the
holding company and still keep the advantages of high priced utility
experts
.
(1) Utility Report No. 22, Page 146.
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If define a fee as e ""rev/urd for S'j*vices performed op
to ba perfoiTOod" th<-n we aro confronted vrith a poculiar type of
Toward in this case, ^he reward irariediatclj b©ci>r:ie8 a p^incilty and.
in the above case tlie penalty can rii;urad in aon'^tary t.;r' is to
ba ^262^000.
It nust be taken into account, hopovor, that these foes
probably reprsaent finnncial as vv^ll a.£ onginoering and supervision
charges. In the case of the ^locti'ic Bond & 3iarQ, act^ as
syndicate manager in the distribution of the sicvu'itles of lt3 sub-
sldlarios, a fee is collected for this service, .^efope this
function Wc s taken over by the Klactric Bond & Share it vro.s handled
by the invcstaent bankers, but tho oaso with v.iilch a profit can be
roalisod by heading a syndicate to market sectirltias of aonopollstie
entorpriae was too good an opport-unity to let slip by. The com^non
procedure of iseuing securities can be briefly doscribtjd as follov^:
A syndicate is formed to buy the new issue and give tho isauing
canpany cash for its purchase. This syndicate then foniis a se lling
group to market the i8SU« and curtain investment bankers and dealers
are invited to Join this group, Thoy arc chosen for one or sore of
flMny reasons, but the p&ra&iount consideration is distributin{j pover.
The syndicate receives a comnlssioai for asnumin^; the responsibility
of markotlns the securities, and the selling group also receives a
•Oomlsslon for the actual sales or distribution. This syndicate
had formf^^rly existed to luarkot the secviritles of tho subsidiarios
of Electric Bond L Sliare, receiving approxiinatoly I/4 to I/2 of
one percent for this service. But the growth of Electric Bond &
Share, both in assets and public confidence, made the use of a
(1) debater's Hew International Dictionary, Pago 800.
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strong financial syndicate not as easontial as in its earlier stages
of devclopnent. Finally, Sloctric Bond & Share assumed this privllece
of collGcting a cornmlaslon as syndicate manager and thus turned the
1/4 or 1/2 of ono percent commission into their ov/n coffers.
It must be concluded, however, that under the heading of
fees comes one of the most profitable sources of revenue for the
holding company. This is emphasized by the comparison of tho cost
in relation to the charges for this service. In fact, according to
the statement of Electric Bond & Share this is its primary function,
namely, acting in an advisory capacity supplying technical and
financial assistance, for vhich services It naturally charges a fee.
•i:- 4<- -u- * « •
1
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CAPITALIZATION OF HOLDING COIIPANIES
The capltallr^atlon structure of tho holding companies shows
a wide variation as to methods of financing. The majority of the
companies have a funded debt, v.hlch is usually either debentures
or collateral trust bonds. The former arc mere oblln;atlons of
the company v/hich are not secured by a pledge of property, vhile
the collateral trust bond can be secured by securities of operating
companies or those of subsidiary holding companies.
The preferred stock issue is used by nearly every holding
company. Both the preferred stock and the debenture bonds are un-
secured but in the latter case default in interest means the right
of the bondholders to tako over the company. The preferred stock-
holders have not this privilege, Thero are many classes of preferred
stock Issued biit the major destine tion .lay be said to be between
the cumulative and non-cumulative preferred stock. The majority
of Issues of preferred stock have no voting pov/er except in case
of a certain number of divldenr" o^issionsThe exception to this rule
is tho United Corporation, in •hlch the preferred stock holders
have equal voting pov/er with the comraon stock.
The common stock of the holding companies usually means voting
power but there are exceptions to this rule. The Associated Gas &
Electric has three kinds of common, each v/ith different voting
privileges.
In the following charts a clearer picture can be had of the
variation in capital structures. Six of tho companies are v/idely
known holding canpanles, while the last tv/o companies are now in
bankruptcy proceedings but their capitalization figures were taken
for the year ending Dec. 31, 1930.
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of totel caDitalizatio
The funded debt varies from nothing to 40%,^whilG the preferred
stock lias a range of 20 to 12.%, The common stock, v;hlch is in most
cases fl£,xired at ten times earnings, goes from 18 to 58^. The v;lde
variations show the many different methods of capitalization used
to control subsidiaries.
It is interesting to compare the capitalization of the
American Commonwealths Power Corporation and Tri-Utllities \dth the
going concerns. TTiere appears to be nothing radical in tho structure
of either of these companies, at least not on a comparative basis.
There is a great similarity between American Conmionv/ealths Power
Corp, and Middle Fest Utilities In percentage figures. This com-
parison makes one realize that analysis of capital structure alone
is not enough to indicate failure or security. The Tri-Utillties
has about the same proportion In funded debt as the New England
Power Asr:ociation; while the latter company had 21% in common stock
the former had 53^. Yet Tri-Utllities failed and New England Pov/er
Association is considered to be in a strong position.
The American Water Works and Electric seems to have one of
the most conservative capitalizations, with 56>j in comraon stock and
the remainder practically equally divided between the funded debt
and the preferred stock. Yet American Commonwealths Power Association
also had tho largest percentage In co:;iraon stock, v/ith 49^.
Such comparisons, however, do show any weakness in capital
structure. If we are to assume that the other companies are not
over-capitalized, then the structures of the tv-o holding corapaniee
that failed shov/ no apparent weakness along these lines. There is
a factor v.hlch should be considered in making such comparisons, and
that is the groving percentage of tho funded debt. By a constant
6
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loading on of oblicatlone, ivhether in th^ form of dobcntures or
collateral trust bonds, the fixed charges, of course, arr made to
riso proportionately, and this places a creator burden upon the
company. There are some investors v/ho feel that c. good porccntace
of funded debt v/ill give greater returns to the common stock if the
concern is growing. They figur.. that by being able to borrow money
at, st-y 5-i- to 6%, and to use these funds so that they will
earn 8
to 10%, the difference ^ to 4^ v/ill accrue to the Comnion stock-
holders. This method is the same as applied to our investment
trusts that have bonds outstanding. Such procedure may work up to
a certain point but it is reasonable to expect that the lav of
diminishing returns will eventually apply. Conservative capitaliza-
tion is just as necessary in regard to holding companies as in
every other field, regardless of the fact that its source of
income is coming from industries v,iiich have a monopoly and are
fairly sure of a good return.
The capitalization of the Associated Gas & Electric, v-ith
its seventeen different bond issues v/ith a majority of them having
open indentures and with coupon rates from 44- to 6j-^, has a broad
funded debt program.
"liile the States, through their public utility commissions,
have in many cases regulated excessive bond issues, there is little
to stop the holding company from such a program. As one company
has been capitalized to the limit, another holding company is
im::iediately formed and capitalized to the limit, and so on, until
we have what is today "fantastic capitalizations." By all the
standards used on a percentage basis, these companies appear to be
within the limits of a so\ind capital structure. Yet as soon as the
lid is lifted and the search is started for the security in back
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of these mushroom grov/n structurea the absence of sufi'icient earning
power and assets beconies obvious.
The dividend policy of some of the holding companies is very
interesting, ""Tiile most of the companies declare cash dividends,
there are a few v/ho use stock dividends instead. The Electric Bond
& Share uses the latter method and nov/ pays its comnon stockholders
6% In stock. The company has throe different plans for the benefit
of its stockholders. They may have these quarterly stock dividends
s .nt to them, or they can have the company S' 11 them at the market
price and a check for the amount received is for'.Yarded to the stock-
holder, or the company ^111 keep the fractional shares of stock
until one full share has been accumulated and then this full share
will be sent to the stockholder. The main feature of this type of
dividend is that the return to the stockholder depends entirely on
the market value of the stock. Disregarding^ broker's commission,
if the stock was at the same market value the time the dividend
was sold as when the original stock v/as purchased, the yield to
the investor ^-ould bo 6%, If the stock dividend is sold at a
higher price than the ori^^inal cost, then the return is greater
than 6%» Also, if the stock dividend is sold below the original
cost, the yield grows proportionately less than 6^,
This type of dividend makes a rapid increase in the number
of shares outstanding each quarter. This means that thf- company
must show a steady rise in earning power to maintain the same
earnings per share each successive year. If the earnings available
for the common stock stay the same, then the earnings per share
will decrease each year.
The effects of such financing aro now beginning to be felt.
Electric Bond U Share as of Docomber 31, 1931 had 14,676,754 shares
io
t8
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of conLTion stock outatanaing. The company now proposes to decrease
this niimber by exchanging three shares for one new share. By this
method the outstanding common stock would be less than 5,000,000
shares and of course earnings per share would show a marked increase
and will also be reflected in an upwaru tendency in market value.
The policy of Electric Bond & Share in issuing their stock dividends
has Deen definitely shown to be unwise, and the inference is justified
that even the 'experts ' can make mistakes and costly ones. Con-
servative growth oased on a conservative plan of capitalization
evidently is not the policy of our modern crop of public utility
financiers.
In speaking of this program of building capitalization to
extremes, Ldward A. Filene has the following to say: "In the
matter of financing, the power interests were pitifully short-
sighted. In the matter of engineering, their vision was superb.
Driven by lust for profit, they floated issue after issue of
securities based upon faith, hope and optimism." (1)
In criticizing Wall Street, he goes on further to say:
"
.sail Street is not organized to conserve the consumer* s dollar,
but ..all Street must become so organized, or the power of Wall
Street will pass away. Low cost production demands low-cost
financing, and just as high cost production has already proved un-
proiitablo, all financial practices which do not tend to benefit
the consumer, and enable his dollar to go farther and even farther,
must soon prove to be unprofitable."
(1) Header's Digest, March 1932, Pages 84 & 85.
(2) Successful Living in This Machine Age, by Edward k» Filene.
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REGULATION
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Tiie States have always been confronted with a serious problem
in regard to the regulations of the operating companies. Part-time
commissions were found inadequate in governing such a rapidly growing
industry, with its increasing problems. The tendency now is to have
a commission whose full time is devoted to the supervision of these
companies, and these governing bodies are finding ample problemB to
keep them busy. The problems of state regulations are growing more
complex with the development of inter-connecting systems. The
state must decide whether it shall control power which merely passes
throu h its territory on transmission lines. Shall the state
regulate power produced in another state but sold in its own? shall
the state control power that is produced within its borders but
transmitted to another state for its sale? These are a few of the
perplexing questions which must be solved.
The holding companies have added their own particular
complexities of regulation to both the Federal and State governments.
These companies have sponsored the ;najority of the series of inter-
connections between companies in many states. The transmission of
pov.-er over many miles has increased the building of hydro-electric
stations a good distance away from the consumption of their manu-
factured energy. The New England Power Association is a good example
of this, for it has built hydro-electric stations in the northern
part of Vermont and the energy developed from these stations will
be conswried in a large portion by the Boston Edison Company.
The State of Maine has been faced with the problem of
exportation of power for some time. The Fernald law, which was
passed many years ago, prohibits the exportation of power. 'Alien
(4
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this lav/ was enacted, there did. not ee an to be any immediate danger
of v/holeaalo ajcportation, ?/ith the purchase of the Central Maine
Power Co. and other electric-generating properties in liiaine by the
Insull interests, the exportation of water power becaiae a very vital
matter. The Insulls have maintained that there is ainple water pov/er
in Maine iiot only to take care o£ any expansion within the S-cate
but to export a good s}:iare of it. ihe people^ ho7/ever, voted
against this proposal of the Insulls to repeal the Pornald law,
for they felt exportation meant exploitation. The failuro of repeal
has not, however, stopped the expansion program in tlnine, for it
has now nearly ctxipleted a tremendous hydro-dec trie develoment
in Bingham.
^ile the stat'3s aro ha-vinp their troubles r';garding regu-
lation, the Federal government has evaded the problem by allov/ing
its subdivisions to use the police power. This has not worked out
entirely satisfactory. Some of the states, as Massachusetts, Ndw
Jersey and Wisconsin, have devoted much time to the problem and liave
strict regulations. Other states, as Delavmre, have not only been
less strict in public utility regulation but their laws ci^we the
vddest pov/ers to corporations incorporated in the State. This
problem then aakes government interf c;rence necessary if there is
to be some kind of control over the holding company.
In the investigation of public utilities in New York there
were reports submitted by both the majority and the minority members
of the committee, ^'?hlle th'^y disagreed on certain methods of control
they "both v/ant the Public Service Commission to have control over
holding companies and other affiliated concerns, as well as over
operating companies."
(1) Kew Republic, March 19, 1950.
4(
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The argument of thla Ccramlasion shows very oiGipliatically tliat 8<Mii6
kind of control la necessary over the holdin(j company as woll as over
the operating corapany . ^'Iiile the States are enacting new legislation
and forming stricter commissions to regulate the operating' company,
the vehicle of O'.vnership of these companies is seldom investigated.
It seems llk^r poor justice to "spank the child" before making sure
that the parent wasn't to blame — in other v/ords, before the
avalanche of holding companies, corimlsEions could more readily watch
the functions of the operating company without paying amch attention
to interlocking directorates, manipulation of accoioiits, et cetera.
The folloving quotation is taken from the U.S. Supreme Court
Reports regarding r'-gulation: ^^The character of the sarvice, that is,
whether it is public or private, and not the character of the owner-
ship, deteraiines ordinarily the scope of the pov/er of rr.gulatlon,"
Certainly/ the ciiaracter of the service of the electric pov/er and
light industry ie of such a public nature that the power of regulation
must oe exercised, ^ile there may be differences in opinion as to
the methods of control, nevertheless regulation is imperative.
It would be unwise to merely sit back and v/ait for a crisis
to take place before acting on this matter. VJc have sufficient
evidence that there are many abuses. The Federal Trade Cor:nmisf:ion
has published its reports and it has been a long process, yet only
a small fraction of the field has been covered. Preer-nt facts prove
the need of a remedy without compiling more data v/hich will undoubtedly
do nothing but verify their first conclusions. It seems that some
part of this mergy devoted to investigation could be expended in
attempting co find the best solution of control. This Is one of
the most vital problems connected v/ith the case. Just another law
(1) Digest of U.S. Supreme Court Reports - Van Dyke v, Geary, 244
U.S. 59, 57 Sup. Ct. ru3p, 485.
4(;
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on the books v/ithout serious coneidi.ration ralght enlarge the evil
rather thaii correct it. Possibly no Imr of a gtrln^-snt nattirc
is necess&ry, but this can only be laaovm aftar deliberation, 'riic
control of these companioc r:i;.nt be of miah a naturo rot to inpeJe
the progreee of the opera tii-;^' coUi^anloa, Any burclisn put, on the
operating company would of course have to be shoulderod by tho
consumer, and thus the purposf! of control ' ould bo dofeatod.
To make a laorc Int ollig'^.nt approach to this question w-ould
require, in th^^ first placo, publicity of all accounting; of both
tho holding ar^ oxserating ccs3i:anies. The accounts should have
soiiG certain standards of uniforrnity so that a conparison could be
made* liy such a method certain pertinent factf? would be p.vailable*
These facts would sho.; vfliat abuses wer<. tho most c<^'inon and ' ould
help to suggest the best */©apon to eonbat themm
r0
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OPINIONS RKGnPvDIKG KOLDIKG COfcP^NI-:o
I
IKSUKAliCE COMPANIE.;
It Is not neceasary to quote the treasurers of insurance
companies to find out their position regarding holding; coraponiea.
The result^ belief s is lo oe found in/the investment portfolio of
the company. In the annual report of the Fidelity anc Deposit
Company of ,T/;aryland for 193 1 the company has an invested par
value of i^2, 316,000 in public utlity bonds, of wnich only ..,100,000
is invested in holding companies, or about 4.31. The _.etna
Insurance Company has.^7,684,B00 par value in public utlity bonds,
of which ,;-480,000 is in holding company bonds. This amount
represents ,«^60,000 in ;jnerican Telephone rk Telegraph bonds, ^150,000
li/consolidated Gas Co. of York, and vIOO,000 in ':assachusetts
Gas Companies, representing about 6,1 o of the total public utility
bond investment. In the stock portfolio of this company the holding
companies have a higher percentage to the total, of which a goou
portion is in preferrea stocks.
These portfolios show that the insurance companies, /hile
believing in the principle of diversification as a means of safety
realize that careful discriiiination raust be e: ercisec among the
iioiding coTipanies. as is so often true, there is a wide di ferenoe
between theory ana practice ano by investing such a small prec. ntage
in holding companies they emphasize this difference.
Ab the insurance company* s first consiaei^ation is safety of
principal, then the advantages or the nolding company would seem to
appeal to them on the same grounds as their own policy of distribution
ft.
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of risk. They have, however, considered such importbnt items as
over-capitalization and the pyramiding of holding companies. It
is their policy to judge a company by the facts or the lack of them,
and the need for a security salesman grows proportionately less as
the facts become known.
The larger the insurance company the larger is their invest-
ment analysis department, in order to gather all the published
information and find out if a security meets with their requirements
of safety* Their discrimination against holding companies proves
they have done this.
Massachusetts has laws setting up certain standaras regarding
the investenent portfolio of insurance companies. With reference to
electric power and light companies, the bonds must be mortgage
bonds, etc. Nothing is said about holding companies, for the law
merely states what the insurance companies can invest in and thus
implies that securities other than those raenioned will oe avoided,
II
SMALL IjSVESTOR.
Under the guidance of a well planned sales campaign the
small investor has become vitally interested in the holding company
securities. The advantages of the holding company securities have
been stressed so emphatically that conviction is : merely a matter of
time. Diversification by a proportionate interest in several hundred
operating cornpanies expert public utility managers -- financial
sponsorship of our great banki^ig houses -- these facts and more
have convinced the investor that here is something that is nearly
fool-proof.
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Durlnc 1928 and 1929 his conviction seemed to bear fruit,
for his atocks v.ere rising and probably he felt that the roaulta
of his careful *' InvestiGatlon" proved his sacacity in the investment
field. The shock of October 1929 was accentuated as time wont on
by a more careful discrimination against the holding company
securities.
The Magazine of '^all Street, in the issue of January 23, 1932,
In an article entitled ''Utilities Face Critical Problem in Kew
Financing," remarks about this discrimination between operating and
holding companies. In explaining the reasons for this, th^- \7rit0r
says the holding company bonds are In most cases unsecured obligations
and that they are a long way from the real earning pov;er. These facts
and others were not seriously considered in the bull market.
The only recourse for the small investor is to demand aoro
publicity of accounting practices and to adhere more closely to the
sound rules of investment principles*
The investor v.ho bought the stock of the holding company
undoubtedly knev/ that stock ownership meant assiaming the risk of a
partnership. To the ones that purchased the bonds of the holding
companies has come the biggest surprise. The very features of the
security they own, were bought to stand up in just such times as
the present. Many have and many will go through the depression,
but the appeal of this type of security has lost its former favor.

III.
GENERAL PUBLIC.
54.
The advantages of the holding company have been eo v/rll
advertised that it seems to bo the general opinion of the public
that they perform a useful service. Having been allowed to hear
only a portion of the true situation, they naturally come to this
cone lusion.
The critics of these companies are, however, now bringing to
light some of the abuses, and gradually; the public is being infor-ied
of the other side of the question. The general public ±b interested
prlmariljf in rates. A downward trend implies greater efficiency on
the part of the operating company, and other things being equal
lOY/ering costs are always welcome to the consumer. As there has
been no comparison of independent operating company rates to those
companies managed by holding companies, there can be no definite
conclusion as to the benefit, if any, of holding company supervision.
The public is shown how rates have fallen over a period of years,
and of course, one of the main causes for this is efficiency, and
through good advertising this word 'efficiency* too often means
'holding company'. The correlation of the two v/ords impress their
supposedly analagous meaning on the public,
^ile theoretically the merging of several units might moan
greater efficiency, the question always arises as to the proportion
of lowering costs that is passed on to the public by this greater
efficiency. Of course, the cost of creating the holding company
is large and they must bo compensated for the risk assumed. But
facts show that opinions as to what a "fair compensation" sliould be,
vary from 5 to over 100^, V?e must believe, therefore, that the
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savings In operating company efficiency are consumed in a very large
proportion by the holding company, Noverthcloss, the general public
makes no objfjction to such a practice because they do not realize
the prevalence of such practice and also a reduction in rates le
ample fortification against adverse public relations.
^lle both sides of the question are not presented fairly
to the public they will not exert therasrlvos to cure an evil which
they believe to be of small importance. Our railroad lilstory is
an example of just such a condition. The public were not informed
of the raanlpulaticns that wore current in railroad finance until
investigations enligiitenod them of conditions. The cost of these
manipulations has been passed on to the public and present weak
financial structures is still evidence of the length of time necessary
to rectify such practices. The public utility is compar&ble to the
railroad situation, although present methods of manipulation have
groim far more skillful and Ingeriious, and therefore the disguise is
not easily recognized.
The public must be informed as to the current practices of
the holding company, and if the criticism of theso companies has been
unjust they have lit lo to fear, Ilov/ever, if the criticisr. seems
justified then It must be corrected before the cost of the abuses
wHl reach too large proportions •

ADVAin?AGES OF HOLDING COMPAKIES
56,
According- to Profoopor dewing, adv? nta(^8 of
the public utility holding cociptiiiies arc nowhere —— noro clearly
expressed than in a CBrtnln brief filed Uay 11, 1914, with the
Interstate CiRmierce Commission of tho United States Senate with
reference to Senate Bill Ko. 4160:-
*'The holding company unites under one control and maaftgmimt
the public utilities of several eoiannitieg. The increased
volume of business so obtained enables the holdin^j company to
Mike tho expenditures necessary to secure a thoroughl:; competent
executive, engineering and operating staff, whose services are
available to all of its subsidiaries. Thus, clong vith tho
reefultins increase In efficiency, tho expenses of each subsidiary
ar. r^Aterially reduced. 'Expenses are further reduced by the
standardization of riaterlals and supplies, and by the purchasing
of wwih supplies by skilled piJirchaslnp; Rgenta In Inrge quantities
in a far -^^ider saarkat and upon ffitKsh better tersis of credit than
could x>os8lbly be secured by tho separate local companies acting
independently, Tho centralised expert m^inagoment offecta further
eefioomies in tho coat of production by the stftadRTdlzation of
operating and accounting methods. Plants sr^^ combined and
cons tr'iiction -orlT is standardised, so tl-u^t r»qui^^nt outgrov^n
by on^ eon runity can be utiliJsed by transfer t© another sinaller
OOMOnity, instead of being discarded as useless! in this way
the enterprise is run rith a winlwaw aaoimt of capital, and
decpreclation charges are asftterially lesoeittied. Tho distribution
of the business over an tmlarged territoi»y 'averages the rlBk*
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and secures the holdlrii; company agftlnst irreparablo damnge
from purely local cauaos. All of those Improved conditions
operate to Incroaoe tho attractlvonoss of tho entoryjrlse to
tho investor, and, consequently, to brinfj; about tho very
great economy of decreased cost of capital and the resultant
fixed carrying charf';0s,"
Tho three major advantages of the holding company may be said to be,
first, the financial aid to subsidiaries; secondly, the management
control of various units, and finally, the super-pov;er system,
(a) The rendering of financial aid to subsidiaries has been a
very important factor, especially in tho public utility field. The
Electric Bond & Share was tho outgrowth of such a policy, for the
General Electric was giving aid to the public utilities v/hich had
purchased equipment of them. This advantage has in the past been an
important factor in developing the holding company. It has been only
in the las* few years that the importance of the public utility industry
has received due recognition from the investing public. During the
period of early growth the power and light companies were constantly
troubled by the need for capital and tho cool reception given to such
plans by the investing public. Investors, however, v/ere more willing
to listen when the holding company was formed, because it appeared to
bo a form of investment trust and the failur-: of one unit would not
seriously affect the whole. The need for such type of financing and
the gro^^'ing demand for this type of security naturally aided both
the financial strength of the utilities and tho mushroom grov/th of
the holding companies, fi igardless of many facts proving otherwise,
the American public seem to associate size with economical advantages.
This idea, along with others, was capitalized by organizers of holding
cI
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companies. With the numbers of holding companies grov;ing fast
the competition was soon started in buying control of various
operating companies. This competition quickly raised the price
and as a result the new purchaser was at first and last interested
in getting a return on his investment. The original cause of
financial aid to the operating company was apparently secondary
to showing growing dividends to the holding company. The advantage
of financial aid has evidently lost much of its weight as an advan-
tage. The investor is becoming aware of the fact that first mortgage
bonds of an operating company are to be preferred to the debenture
or collateral trust bond of an intricate holding company which
must eventually go to the operating company to find its earning
power. The cases are too numerous to illustrate that the tide has
turned frorn aiding the operating companies to one of giving exis-
tence to the holding company. V.e have only recently witnessed such
a proceuure in New England when the Green Mountain Power Company,
an operating company, issued ^1,000,(X)0 of notes of v/hich ^600,000
went to the holding company. There are many examples of this which
emphasize that "financial aid to operating companies" is becoming
in many cases a misnomer as an advantage to holding companies.
In the early part of 1932 the country was astounded to read
of the failure of the ^200,000,000 holding company, the American
Commonwealths Power Corporation. The magazine of Wall Street
commenting on this failure, says: "The direct cause of American
Commonwealths* collapse was apparently the inability to rreet the
notes of its subsidiaries. The holding company did not default on
its obligations but could arrange neither the refunding or even
temporary bank credit to meet the notes of its subsidiaries that
very recently fell due." (1)
(1) Magazine of Wall street, Jan. 25, 1952, Page 599.
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This throws more light on the "financial aid to subsidiaries"
advantage. Here is a ^200,000,000 corporation which has failed in
what was considered one of the primary functions of the holding
company.
The abuses of this advantage of the holding company do not
eliminate its worth, for,proporly managed ^ an operating company
has been and will be financed better through such ov.Tiership. It
is noteworthy that this depression has accentuated the fact that
such advantage is immediately lost under poor management, and the
spirit of helpfulness of the holding company seemed to decrease
in direct proportion as the estimated return on prospective
purchases began to diminish,
(b) The second major advantage of thf holding company is that
it gives management control of various units. As previously pointed
out in the brief filed v ith the Interstate Commerce Com!nlsslon,
"a thoroughly competent executive, engineering and operating staff,
v/hose services arc available to all of its subsidiaries" is an
important advantage. The benefits derived from control of various
units is not limited to the public utility field, for in the last
few years this country has witnessed consolidation after consolidation
of every type of f;nterprise. A majority of these mergers have been
successful, but economists arc now laying emphasis on the la^ of
diminishing return and many of our corporations arc learning that
"additional doses of capital or labor, or both, do not produce
additional returns in proportion beyond a certain point," ^-^^
In the case of public utilities the various state public
service commissions arc laying more emphasis on th'" benefit ^to the
(1) Cumulative Loose-Leaf Business Encyclopedia, Vol. II, Page 12,
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consumer ^Q^Haepgera. They are beginnlrit^- to roalizo that many of
our proposed consolidations v/ill do no {:ood for the consumer
and in some casos v/ill have a tendency to retard reduction in
rates. This attitude of the commissions v/ill become a more
important factor in restricting the growth of holding companies.
In a case broU£*ht bofor^: the Maryland Public Service
Commission, this point is broucht out more clearly. In 1927 a
nev;ly orcanized holding company applied for permission to acquire
control of four small electric companies operating in Maryland.
"At the hearin.r3, some of the customers of the four companies
protested acs-lnst thrir sale to the Electric public Utilities
Company. These protests for the most part v/crc based on the claim
tliat the price was excessive. It was contended that to allov/ a
sale of the properties at the proposed price would either mean an
increase in rates or prevent a reduction in rates, and that a sale
at any price above the fair value of the property vould put a burden
upon the public in one for;;! or another. They argued that money
paid in excess of actual value of such properties, in the long run
came out of the public's pocket. — The general manager of
the company testified that he believed the public would be benefited
in several ways: by giving a 94-hour service in Midland, by having
strong financial interests behind the properties, by plant improve-
ments, and by having the four companies operated by one manager,
althou^ they v/ould not bo physically connected except as to t?;o
of the plants, — —
- In reaching its decision the commission
was guided by a principle laid dovm in a former opinion to the
effect that in cases of this kind "the controlling consideration
must always be the general advantage to the public," a principle
Ic
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which had support in several recent cases decided by the Hew York
Public Service Comi.,is3ion."
It has beon pointed out earlier in this thesis that the
econoiiies of the laanagcraent of several units have not in rnany cases
been apparent. In the Appalachian Electric Power Company case,
there was a penalty of ^;262,000 for its connection \Yith the holding
company. Such examples are plentiful. There are other cases v/hich
show that the oi)eratlng companies, after being taken over by the
holding company, vould be forced to declare a huge dividend, to pay
back xmrt of or nearly all of the purchase price. The National
Power and Light Company In its ptirchase of the Houston Lighting and
Porter illustrates this clearly. In a good many cases th first stop
taken oy these "expert managers" was to deplete the treasury by
declaring large dividonds, mostly out of surplus, Ho\7 it seems that
these financial advisors should have relieved some other l^urden than
that of stability and safAty. I'heso caa?^s sho^ that many of the
holding companies make no pretense of effecting economies first and
then "cutting the melon" later.
As these cases are given more publicity, the less ?;eight v.ill
be given to the argument of the economies resulting from the control
of various units, not because it it not true theoretically but in
practice we find the temptation of "melon cutting" too great.
(c) The third major advantage is the development of the super-
power system. This process is explained very clearly in an article
in the Magazine of '"all Street, reading as follows: "Superpower,
the next logical step in the coordination of the electric industry,
consists in the interconnection of great systems of generating plants,
or of individual plants of great capacity, enabling each system to
(1) f.'agazine of ^'all Street, June 29, 1929, Page 456.
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drav/ upon the roserve cajjaclty of its neighbors in time of demand
exceeding its ovvn capacity, or in case of the failure of part or all
of its ov/n plants, i^y relay from system to system, reserve capacity
in one district may be made available thousands of miles av/ay,
although no energy generated in one plant may actually be transmitted
any great part of that distance. Of course, the next and final step
lay in coordinating the control and policies of these interconnected
systems through the great super-holding companies about vhlch we road
30 much today. Great systems of holding companies, each one controlling
nany operating units in territories close enough together to admit of
economical intarcorjraoction of plants, are being brouglit under the
control of these new super companies," ^"^^
Ther. can be lli:tlf doubt as to th^j advantages of cuch a system,
for it has in a good many cases lowered the cost of electricity to
the consumer. The holding company can and does use this means of
transmission to a great advantage. A good example of such a development
has been going on in Maine. 'Vith the exception of the Bijagor Hydro-
Electric Co, and some smaller companies, practically all the electricity
produced in I'laine is under the control of the Kev/ England Public Service
Company, a subsidiary of the laiddle "^-est Utilities System. Assured of
a market for eloctrlclty, the Insull interests are building the ^nan
Dam at Bingham, Maine, vith large hydro-electric generating stations.
The electricity generated at these stations v-ill be transmitted all
over the Srate, esx^cciall;/- at peak hours, and thus even out the
fluctuations of varying demands of electricity. This v/ill make it
unnecessary for the various power units to build larger plants to
take care of peak hours, for their only concern nov/ is to takti care
of the normal demand, supplementing this demand from the hydro-electric

station at islnghani. Another dovelopment of this superpower system
has been the installation in Maine of an automatic ceneratin/;* station
requiring only the inspection of tin engineer once overy few v/eeks.
The control of this station is in a city a few railes away. The
buildin^^ of this autoinatic station v/ould hardly have beon possible
v/ithout a holding company sponsorship. Such exaraples are quite
common in the East, but one of the most extensive developments has
been on the "est Coast, v/here autonatic stations situated along
mountain rivers are quito common.
/inother example of the development of large hydro-electric
stations by a holding company is the New England Po?;er Association's
Fifteen IJile F-lls project in the northern part of Vermont. The
electricity will be transmitted to Tewksbury, Massachusetts, and
from there distributed to operating companies, especially the Boston
Edison Company,
There are other advantages of the holding company but they
are generally ranked as being of minor importance. The pooling of
patents is an advantage because it allov/s the use of these patents
by all the subsidiaries of the holding company instead of just the
one that originated the idea. The marketing of electrical equipment
is another point in favor of the holding company, in that it allows
large scale buying and a more intrlligont and intensive drive for
the sale of the- equipment.

II.
DISADVANTAGES OF HOLDING COLir'ANIES.
There are tliroo major disadvantages of the holding company,
namely:
1 - Banker control.
2 - Intricacy of the holding company.
5 - Llanipiilation of accounts.
The effect of banker control Is being empliaiiized mor: and more
during this present doprcssion. '\q previously stated in the Intro-
ductlon of this thosis, bankers were attracted by this monopolistic
Industry that was grovin^j rapidly, and their vohiclu of control was
in th- form of the holdings company.
The investing public ven. eager to buy the stocks ixnd bonds of
the holding company during 1927, 1920 and 1929. 'Jiriey were impressed
by the logical sales talk of diveraification. It v/as pointed out
that here was a kind of investment crust controlling many electric
povjer and light companies whose earnings were mountir^ rapidly every
year. There waL ample proof of the tromendous gains in the use of
electricity, and thus sales resistance was compeiratively small.
The situation hae changed very much since tiir^t time. Since the
market crash in 1929 the public have seen the riapire Public Service
Corpoi'ation go under, involving about .jji45,OO0,0005 then the Forchay
collapse vitii jjroperties valued at ^15,OC 0,000; noj:t cau^e the Tri-
Utilities Corporation, a ^550,000,000 system, and just recently the
American Commonv/ealths Power Corporafcion involving v*^00,000,000. The
investors are realizing tliat the public utility holaing company has
its disadvantages and the market position of the various operating
and holding companiL;S* securities are shov;ing the distinction. The
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Magazine of ""'all Street Gmphaslzes this fact: "The solution of this
paradox is to be foHnd In tho fantastic capitalizations tinder vhlch
these companies operated and the marl-ret is r.ov distln(rulshlng very
sharply between holding and operating organizations,"
These "fantaetlc capltalizatlonE" may be laid dlr^^'Ctly to the banker
v/ho, in Ills desir-^ to reap a harvest loj iscuinc securities, forgot
tho cardinal virtues of sound finance. In the same article as
mentioned above the author states that "pyramiding v/as a popular
practice on the ptirt of ambitious and uggrossive groups,"
"^un the Federal Investigation shows that the Eloctric Power
& Light Corp, and the AiJierican Power 6c Ligtit Corp, have capitalizations
totaling about ^400,000,000, have no operating p- rsonnel and the
work is done by exaployees of Electric ^ond tc Share, then it seems
W9 are justified in believing that tills is an example of p^/raraiding.
In fact, any holding company controlled hy another holding company
is pypa--rLiding and practically every large system, as Electric Bond
6: Share and Middle ^'ost Utilities, are examples of this practice,
^•'hlle it is to be assumed that the banker understands
financial matters, w : can hardly expect him to be an authority in
the management of public utility properties. It seems that formerly
anything asi:ociated v;itli a banking group was considered to bo sound,
but in their eagerness for profits they liave lost prestige and
confidence, and the public is now v/ondering about their misplacea
faith.
Many of these bankers were directors of insurance comij>anles
and savings banlrs, yet these institutions have only a minute fraction
of their Investments in holding companies. If securit;/ of principle
by diversification \/as as sound as they v/anted us to believe, then
(1) Magazine of ^*fell Street, Feb, 6, 1932, Page 468.
r
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why didn't the more sagacious institutions accopt the recominendations
of their directors and buy holding company securities? It is hardly
possible to imagine that theso men assumed that the individual v/as
in raoro of a position to assume risk than an insurance company,
especially when divt^rsifi cation of risk was the feature of the
security.
Banker control of the railroads is a matter of history. It was
characterized b;/ the vorst kind of manipulation, creatine fortunes
for a few while v;lping out the savings of thousands. Proft~;ssor
Ripley described the methods of one of them by saying, "dov/nright
fraud as a cause of bankruptcy is evidenced in practically every
railroad with vhich Jay Gould ever had anything to do,"
Present conditions do not warrant a similar sti^riia on public
utility financing, althou(^ 1928 and 19139 seomod to havr. that
tendency.
In an article published in the Boston Herald recently
Professor Ripley in testifying before the Massachusetts legislative
comriiittee on unemployment, blamed the bankers for a i;;ood share cf
our present depression. He said bankers were solely interested in
the greater sale of securities, v.hich is a cause of over-production.
The article, although not mentioning- public utilities, has a direct
bearing on the subject, for ho states as a posclble remedy publicity
of corp'oration accounts, hich is especially needed in our public
utility holding companies,
(1) Finance of Railroads by ^",Z. Ripley, Page 385,
(2) Boston Herald, Tliursday, Dec, 5, 191^1.
c
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2 - Intricacy of Holding Conxjanlo3.
Every attempt to analyze a holding company Is blocked by either
lack of Information or its intricacy. By consiiant p^Tai.iiding it is
practically impossible for an individual to ascertain hov; much the
roal asset value or earning power of operating coripanies amounts to,
after going througli a network of holding companies.
Consider, for example, the Associated Gas & Electric capital-
ization. The coijipany has four different issues of debenture bonds
with a coupon rate ranging from 4i to and maturity dates are
from 1949 to beyond the year 2000, Three of th^ issues arc not
limited as to the amount authorised. Then there aro t?iree different
isGues of refunding debentures, one. convertible debenture, one
convertible certificate and eight debentures having no definite
maturity date.. There arf. sev^n issues of preferred stock, \\'ith
dividend rates ranging from i;p5.50 to v*7.00. Then thoi^c is class A
stock which has conditional voting rights, class li stock v;hic>> has
general voting rigbits except for contingent voting i^ov^ev of the
other classes of stock and which is closely hold. The last issue
is common stock, v/hich has the peculiar featurt; of being allov;ed
to vote after securing consent of the class B stockholders, '^th
seventeen bond issues, seven preferred stock issues, and tliree classes
of comraon, the intricacy of this type of capitalization is at once
apparent.
Alfred C. Tov.iiscnd in the Magazine of "'j 11 Street makes the
folloving statement r<:garding holding company financing: "The
holding comi:)any in turn may finance its^ If largely by the sale of
debentures and collateral trust bonds secured by the control of
stocks held in its subsidiaries, or by s lling Liinority interests
cc
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In its ov/n stocks, so that the actual investment of those who
control a group of properties of tremendous value may be very
small indeed, by pyramiding one holding coripany upon another
the process is carried still further, more money is brought in
through the sale of additional securities to the public and the
proportionate investment necessary for control becomes siialler
and smaller. It is obvious that such a capital structure may
( 1)become top-heavy,"
Through the issue of securities the promoters have accom-
plished a tv.'o-fold policy. They have lessened the amount of stock
necessary for control and have at the same tino pyramided the
structure beyond analysis.
In the purchase of an:^ holding company securities, the
asset value and earning pov/er are t"0 important considerations.
To determine either of these factors necessitates untangling
several holding structures, which can only be accomplished by
a tew figures and a lot of guess-work. The analysis of these
tv/o items is of growing Importance in the investment business,
yet by diplomatic leadership holding company sucurities are
never mentioned v/han these standards appear. The common term
that is probably one of the most misleading and most used terms
for the sale of holding company securities is the "market equity"
in back of the bonds, etc, 3y emphasizing this ambiguous phrase
the attention of the investor is distracted from sane yardsticks
of safety. "Market equity" by itself means absolutely nothing,
even though bankiers pretend that it portrays the "margin of
safety" for the senior security holder. The Investor, hov/ever,
(1) Magazine of '"all Street, Juno 29, 1929, Page 436,
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was attracted by the statement for every dollar Invested there
is a market equity of two dollars* • If the individual could
have had the financial knov/ledge and experience of institutional
buyers, he would have asked more about safety and how many steps
away was the security from the operating companies. Of course,
these questions were seldom asked, and if they were the answer
would contain no figures — just generalities. There are so
fev7 figures available in regard to operations and interconnections
and manipulations that the sale of holding companies* securities
must rely on a few exaggerated advantages v;ithout any attempt of
analysis.
The intricacy of these companies can be judged by the size
of the volumes and the amount of time necessary for the Federal
Investigators to make progress in untangling Electric Bond and
Share for ordinary digestion. Begun in 1928, the report on this
one company is still imfinished, but several volumes of the
results of its investigators are now available.
5 Manipulation of Accounts,
Althougli the holding company has often been accused of
manipulation of accounts, there was little authentic information
available until the recent Federal investigation. Earlier in
this paper several cases are given of this type of practice. In
spite of the few companies analysed, it may be concluded that
this practice is moro the rule than the exception.
Kelson H. Prouty defines accounts as follows: "Accounts
are said to be records of business transactions expressed in
terms of money value."
(1) Cumulative Loose-Leaf Business Encyclopedia, Vol. Ill, Page 299.
cc
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It Is o"bvious that these**recorda of business transactions'' are the
dark secrets of our holding companies, and the reason that they are
not published is that they are "expressed in terms of money value"
of such proportions that it would create quitf^ a sensation.
The disadvantage of manipulation is so odious and its
practice so common that the few examples (-iven under the title
of "Accounting Practices" are sufficient to portray its seriousness*
c
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COIICLIJCION
\'^0n om. considers the size of the Industry and Ite direct
effect on the many phases of American life, v/o can grasp some idea
of its importance. As has boen previously mentioned, the tendency
toward grasping every available operating; company into a few great
inter-connected systems has been only temporarily halted by the
present depression.
The rate of profit is of sufficient proyjortions to again
attract holding comxjanies to competitive buying of operating
companies, and an upv.'Lird turn in business conditions is all that
v/ill be needed to accelerate this competition again. Wr must there-
fore assume and expect a continuation and expansion of these
companies.
The expansion of this group cannot be halted by any of our
present legislation. In fact, v/ith the aaministration looking v/ith
favor upon railroad consolidation it is hardly po3;:lble that public
utilities should expect anything but the same kind of treatment.
As soon as legislation is mentioned as a means of control, many will
lament that it v ill mean another bureau at Washington, with more
government interference . How ever no may look upon the question,
the facts show a great interlocking of companies r/hich v/lll lead
to absolutism unless curbed. Professor Ripley in speaking about
the New England railroad monopoly said that absolutism is at variance
with the spirit of the American Constitution, It is this spirit
which will eventually exert itself but usually too latf^ as a
preventative and more in the nature of a cure. To realize that
eighteen holding companies control eighty-five percent of the kilov/at
hours generated in this coimtry makes this absolutism something more
fr
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know how wmih was recolved but viiore It came from* There would be
no evadlnc of sound accotmtln,^ practiooa, as ima done by thf^ national '
Power k Light Company rhen it credited its incone lather than InveetncnlS
account in regard to the Houston Lightin^r o: Porter Coopany dividend of
l'J22» It may be stated th&t th^ case is ten yoar old and cromot
be rectified. Mayb« tiiat particulai* situation cunnobbe helped, but
we certainly laust realise that thf> holain^ cosipanics diirin^ that I
not
Interval of ten years have^groTm in thoir oxaltud sersse of rcsponsi-
i
bility. 'inhere has not been sufficient j>rossuro brougiit to bear on i
them during tho last ten years to make them chanse either their
j
i
accounting mothods or their s&nst? of rosponaibility. We thus can
j
aasuffiQ their aethode are basically the same, and ^lat vlth years '
of constant practice th#ir tcjchnique has gro\m ov-^n more skillful.
laay well imagine that the publicity of accounts -.tmld «
change a great many of the present investment rating of our holding i
e^panies. Sosio of the sources of their mysterious sustenance v/ould t
be brought to light, and that in itself vould mnkc vary interesting
reading in many cases. Each company would assuno its position of 1
isvestment i^ink, not by hearsay but by fact, on the basis of accoa-
j
plishnjent al<ms ethical lines.
;
In this field of public utility holding companies iii wiiich
;
hundr^s of laillions of dollars have been invested, it sec^ss reasonable
!
to expect an abundance of infonaation in regard to its operations.
thm stere statement that l^ioec coi^anies exist produces no inforrsatlon,
yet that is in reality tho substance of any reference to tho holding
;
companies. Ihe listing of the advantages and disadver^tagea gives
j
idea as to tho theoretical side of the question, but Mutt actually
j
happens has been loft unsfiid, (Granted that there hfts been little
euthc^ntic material available, yet what has been e^^Httod in newrpaper
%r
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articles receives the most meagre form of notice. It Is not my desire
to ask for undue publicity of adverse nev/s, but - hon thf se items are
of importance then we should expect to knov/ the facts, whether they
arc in accord with our sympathies or not,
Preston S. Ark\vrii:^t, President of the Geor^^ia power Company,
a part of the Coinrnonv/ealth Ic Southern System, in m article in the
Magazine of ^'all Street, said that the only accusation a^^'ainst the
holding-; companies was that they admittedly were trying to stop
government ovmarshlp. This, he claims, is the only accusation as a
result of our Federal invcstiCRtion. Cnn it be posoiblo that Idr,
Ark\?ri2ht is such a patriotic employee of his parent holding company
that he has overlooked the tremendous fees, the manipulations and the
bad accounting features that have come to li^ht? This article of
Mr. Ark\7richt*s was printed in the issue of June 28, 1930, and perhaps
only a few of the hearings had been published. Under these conditions
his statement is excusable,
H. C. Hapson, Vice President and Treasurer of the Associated
Gas & Electric Company, in an article in the same Magazine of T'/all
Street wrote of the advantages of the holding company. He spoke
of the expert engineering ability wMch is available to the operating
company and cites examples of higher efficiency. Yet there is the
other side of the question when the Federal reports shov/ excessive
charges for this "expert ability'*. Report 21.;, page 46, gives a
concrete example of excessive fees to the nice sum of ^'^^62,000 for one
companyl Mr, Hapson goes on to name the conventional advantages of
the holding company*.
I-
1
(1) Magazine of ''^ill Str^r^rt, June 29, 1929, Page 419,
i
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Both of these articles arc- mentioned, not v;lth the vinv; of
maintaining that they are wrong and my views am right, taut merely
to emphasize that there IS the othor side or disadvantages of the
holdlnc company, '"hile they are able to na:nr; companies that have
benefited by a connection ivith th: holding company, it is also
possible to name other concerns that ar; paying a good price for
such guidance.
Every public utility man in the coiintry is advertising the
fact that the electric power and light business is growing in leaps
and bounds. They point to its remarkable record of expansion in
the last few years and prophesy an even greater growth for the
future. Reams of statistics are produced to provr^ their statements,
Mille half of their energy is devoted to the advortisomcnt
of their growth, the other half is used to decry every move toward
State or Federal control. By the constant use of such terms as
"government interference" and "government in business", they have
acquired the art of combat in no lesswr dcjgree than the-y have
mastered the skill of advertising,
^"'ithin this field of experts ther*: must be some, however,
who realize this pertinent analogy — tliat a grov/ing population needs
a proportionate increasu in policemen. The application of this simple
rule of society is inevitable, yet of course the rate of increase of
policemen depends in some measure on the conduct of that society*
Even the briefest study of these holding companies will show
that a majority of them were formed for the purpose of getting
money out of the operating companies rather than the altruistic
motive of engineering and financial aid to the subsidiaries.
ff
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In concluaing it raigtit be wei.1 to sum up the argueraents
against the holaing companies that are substantiated by facts,
1, The accounting systems have been useu to hiae rt-ther
then reveal the facts,
2, Fees have been charged that are entirely too large
for the service rendered,
3, Ihe capitalizations are in most cases so intricate
that an anylsis is practically impossible.
These three arguements taken together are ample proof
that something must be aone to rectify these abuses, as I have
stressed before, these practices can and snould be curbed by
Federal regulation and the most effective ana least expensive
regulation would be the publication of all accounting practices.
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